extension and retraction of the leading neurite, which development. Throughout the developing and mature stabilizes tens of microns ahead of the soma. This is neural axis, progenitors are located exclusively along followed by forward displacement of the nucleus and the fluid-filled spaces, where they divide and give rise soma into the leading process with concurrent retracto postmitotic daughter neurons. These neurons mition of the trailing process. The periods of leading prograte under the influence of chemoattractive and cess extension and periods of the cell somal translocachemorepellent guidance cues to achieve positioning tion are not typically synchronized, suggesting that the in the maturing nervous system. The distance that a two events may utilize distinct mechanisms that are population of neurons migrates may vary tremendously: somehow loosely linked. in the developing retina neurons migrate only 50-100
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Nucleokinesis: Translocation of the Nucleus M (5-10 cell body distances), whereas in the develinto the Growing Neurite oping human cerebral cortex, radially migrating neuNew postmitotic neurons en route to the cortex display rons are required to migrate approximately 2 cm (huna simple monopolar morphology compared with the dreds of cell body distances), and tangentially migrating complex anatomy of adult cortical neurons. The nuneurons appear to take a circuitous route that may incleus is by far the largest cargo of the cell, with a crease this distance several fold.
The molecular basis for neuronal migration has been volume that is approximately equal to the entire extraan area of intense investigation, in part because many nuclear volume of the cytoplasmic contents. The overhuman neurological diseases are either directly or indiwhelming size of the nucleus compared with other celrectly linked to disordered migration. Additionally, many lular contents, as well as its asynchronous translocation of the genes that have been found to play critical roles events, suggests that molecular determinants of its movement may be distinct from pathways that direct neurite outgrowth or other phases of neuronal mi- Tanaka pull on the microtubules by "walking" in the minus end
